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Presentation project

Group and 
Plenary: 
Film and study 
your body 
language

Pair and Plenary:
Interview a partner 
and present his/her 
work

Pair and Plenary:
Try your presentation 
and collect peer 
feedback



Speaking without thinking is like shooting without 
aiming. �

– Langston Hughes

I still get butterflies in my stomach before every 
performance. But I’ve managed to teach them 
to fly in formation. �

– Helen Hoyes



emotional – novel –  memorable



Your advisor and critic



Your audience



Your peers



Rhetorical orientation

CommunicationPerformance



Aristotle’s pillars of rhetoric

Logos:�
Reasoning

Ethos: �
CredibilityPathos:�

Emotion



Elevator pitch:  You in one minute

Exchange information: I am
Make an impression: I can
Open opportunities: I want



Recipe for success
STRUCTURE �

Clear structure, logical sequence, lead audience, �
strong images, story, memorable words and phrases
�

CONNECTION
Purpose of talk clear, create rapport with audience, �
respond to audience, check their understanding
�

VOICE
Clearly, intelligible, loud enough, relaxed and warm, �
show technical terms, pause, intonation

PRESENCE
Open body language, non-verbal communication, �
practical use of media and visuals, relaxed presence



What skills do you need?



Practice: Calm your nerves

1.  Discuss: What makes you feel confident?
2.  Practice: Speak for one minute to a partner
3.  Speak for one minute before the camera



Practice: Elevator pitch for science
1.  How long have you been exploring this?

2.  Why is it relevant?

3.  What's your approach/ perspective?

4.  What are your specific questions?

5.  What are your findings in general?

6.  Can you give me one example?

7.  How do you explain this?



Crack the paradox of knowledge

To explain something complex,
build a bridge to your listeners

using the power of images, stories



Impulse

LanguageStructure                Starting



The communication funnel �

What you plan to say
What you actually say

What they really hear
What they understand

What they remember



Fill the funnel wisely
We are influenced by:
•  consistently scientific facts and methods
•  authentic authority and charisma
•  our shared common sense

We remember:
•  words at the beginning and end
•  repeated words and phrases
•  contextually unusual words



Structure: Introduce your talk

•  Frame context – benefit?
•  Get attention – credibility?
•  Set up main point/ points – direction?

1



Main part

•  Explain methods to this audience
•  Build arguments on concrete evidence
•  Simplify: Present core results or issue
•  Cut out any insignificant “noise”
•  Check back with listeners after every point

2



End
•  Recap and link main points
•  Highlight take-home message
•  Thank listeners, open discussion

3



Storytelling�
�
In Resonate, �
Nancy Duarte �
describes the �
listener‘s heroic �
journey (1-12) �
based on �
Joseph Campbell:�
The Hero With �
a Thousand Faces�



Duarte: Move back and forth between �
emotional and analytical content

story	
	suspense	
	 							analogy	

image	
	humor	 								ac2on	
	 	benefits	

example		
	specimen	
	 	 	data	

diagram	
					chart	
	 	 	system		



Scientists, caution:

“Humans are pattern-seeking, storytelling 
animals, and we are quite adept at telling 
stories about patterns, whether they exist or 
not.” �
(Michael Shermer)



Structure Model 1: Q&A

Science talk based on anticipating questions
Sequence from easy to hard

Create need to know + ask the question
Build your talk to answer�



Structure Model 2: Pecha Kucha

Japanese designers show aesthetic ability
20 slides, timed at 20 seconds each

Entertaining pictures and visuals



Structure Model 3: TED Talk

Make people curious about your research
Tell a credible, emotional, entertaining story

Show evidence in slides everyone can understand

Standard: 18 minutes
Short form: 5 minutes 

�



Morning, everyone
Today I’m going to tell you about...

What I want to do today is…
We’re going to look at…

As you know…
So I’ll begin by outlining…

First I’ll give you an overview of…
Then I’ll go on to highlight…

After that we’ll discuss…
Finally we’ll explore the question of whether…

OK, let‘s get started



Or start with an example or tell a story...

...so today I’m going to tell you about...
What I want to do today is…

We’re going to look at…
As you know…

So I’ll begin by outlining…
First I’ll give you an overview of…

Then I’ll go on to highlight…
After that we’ll discuss…

Finally we’ll explore the question of whether…



Vocal warm-up
Tongue twisters
Voice relaxation
Breathing

Voice work

Volume
Projection
Phrasing
Intonation



Exercises
Basic warm-up

•  Hum your favorite tune. 
•  Run through scales (do re mi fa so la ti do).
•  Pretend you’re chewing gum - slowly and 

gently to loosen your jaw.
•  Swish your tongue around your mouth to 

loosen and relax the back of your tongue

Breathing 

•  Stand up, shoulders back, hands on 
stomach. Let stomach muscles relax.

•  Breathe in through nose. Fill up your 
abdomen first (feel and see it expand), then 
your ribs up to your chin.

•  Hold breath and count to 10.
•  Exhale slowly. Keep ribs expanded, tighten 

abdomen to squeeze out.
•  While breathing, check your shoulders (no 

movement) and stomach (in/ out).

Voice relaxation

•  Stand and place your hand lightly on your 
throat muscles and speak in a normal tone. 
Notice tenseness/ tightness in throat and jaw

•  Yawn. Open wide. Finish with hmmmm.
•  Drop jaw as far as you can without stress. 
•  Wiggle jaw from side to side. Humm with lips 

closed and jaw loose. 

Volume�

•  Breathe deeply and exhale with a hisssssssing 
sound.  Repeat 10 times.

•  Vary the loudness of your voice using the 
sound “Mmm-mmm” :�
soft - middle - loud;  �
loud - middle – soft.  

•  Repeat using a vowel (ah).
•  Repeat using a word.



English as a lingua franca



Chinese and Spanish: drop consonants at end of syllables
French: drop /h/ at beginning of words
Germans: v/w/f – vowel length before consonants 
Japanese: /l/ = /r/ – /b/ = /v/
African languages: no dipthongs e.g. /e/ for /e�/
Spanish: /s/ for /z/ 



Vowel length/sounds and 
consonants:

The bitch on the beach
The bad bat and the bird
The very vicious viper
The wise vicar
A dessert in the desert
Cycle the bicycle
lake (ei) – lack – lag – leg
net – gnat�
males – malls – meals

Word stress:
an increase in diseases  
reduce       allign
propose geomorphology
governed composition
events
series

www.howjsay.com



German	favorites:	



Reduce cognitive load120-150 words 
per minute



Stress the prominent syllable: louder, higher, longer:
My paper is on induced  polarization on unconsolidated 
ore models. 

Separate units of thought by a pause:
My paper / is on induced  polarization /  on 
unconsolidated ore models. 

Go up when a thought continues and �
    down when it’s complete. 

Overcoming difficulties:�
Nuclear stress and intonation



anne.hodgson@t-online.de


